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Abstract. The effects of residue substitution in protein can be dra-
matic and predicting its impact may benefit scientists greatly. Like in
many scientific domains there are various methods and tools available to
address the potential impact of a mutation on the structure of a protein.
The identification of these methods, their availability, the time needed
to gain enough familiarity with them and their interface, and the diffi-
culty of integrating their results in a global view where all view points
can be visualized often limit their use. In this paper, we present the
Structural Prediction for pRotein fOlding UTility System (SPROUTS)
workflow and describe our method for designing, documenting, and main-
taining the workflow. The focus of the workflow is the thermodynamic
contribution to stability, which can be considered as acceptable for small
proteins. It compiles the predictions from various sources calculating the
ΔΔG upon point mutation, together with a consensus from eight dis-
tinct algorithms, with a prediction of the mean number of interacting
residues during the process of folding, and a sub domain structural anal-
ysis into fragments that may potentially be considered as autonomous
folding units, i.e., with similar conformations alone and in the protein
body. The workflow is implemented and available online. We illustrate its
use with the analysis of the engrailed homeodomain (PDB code 1enh).

1 Introduction

As it has been reviewed by Tokuriki and Stawfik [42], amino acid substitution
is now considered as a major constraint on protein evolvability, while it was
previously admitted that most positions can tolerate drastic sequence changes,
provided the fold is conserved. Actually, mutations affect stability and stabil-
ity affects evolution. The level of deleterious mutations can be as high as one
third [42]. Therefore, the prediction of the effects of residue substitution can
be of great help in wet labs. In this paper, we focus only on the thermody-
namic contribution to stability, which can be considered as acceptable for small
proteins.

Potapov et al. [37] compared six different methods to predict the change in
protein stability on a set of mutations taken from the FOLDEF paper [13] and a
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second set from ProTherm [17]. The tested tools are: CC/PBSA [3], EGAD [35],
FoldX [41], Hunter [36], Imutant2 [4] and Rosetta [39]. The authors notice that
Rosetta is not trained for ΔΔG calculations, thus resulting in a low correlation
coefficient compared to EGAD, the best in their study. One of the drawbacks
of EGAD is the fact that they do not predict special mutations, namely Cys,
Gly and Pro, because the perturbation to the backbone is too large with these
residues. One can nevertheless notice that none of the methods is able to correctly
predict all the ΔΔGs for all mutations, but the general trend is correct on aver-
age. The average error is 1.72 kcal/mol, thus one can reasonably put a threshold
at 2 kcal/mol for the decision of hot spot positions. Khan and Vihinen [15] com-
pleted another study with: Automute [28], Cupsat [34], Dmutant [50], FoldX,
Multimutate [8], Mupro [5], Imutant versions 2 and 3 [4], and the set SCide [9],
SCpred [18] and SRide [27]. The latter three programs identify stability centers
rather than provide a general prediction of ΔΔG and so were excluded from
our selection. Khan and Vihinen also examined Automute [28] but could not
produce enough test data for statistical analysis.

Scientists interested in the prediction of the effects of residue mutations have
therefore to select a tool among many tools available to compute such prediction
[3,35,41,36,4,39,28,34,50,8,5,50,8,4,9,18,27], get familiar with its interface and
various built-in specifications and limitations (not always documented), run the
execution of the selected tool, and compare, often manually, the results with
results obtained with a similar tool or a tool implementing a complementary
concept. A benchmark study such as [37] may guide the selection of a tool, in
contrast we demonstrate the benefits of a workflow that orchestrates the best
tools, integrates the results and compiles a consensus into a single interface.

Workflows are used in business applications to assess, analyze, model, define
and implement business processes. A workflow automates the business proce-
dures where documents, information or tasks are passed between participants
according to a defined set of rules to support an overall goal. In the context of
scientific applications, a workflow approach may promote collaboration among
scientists, as well as the integration of scientific data and tools. Scientific work-
flows focus on the support of scientific experiments replay, design and data re-
trieval whereas Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) support
the integration of different functionalities in a laboratory, such as sample track-
ing (invoicing/quoting), integrated bar-coding, instrument integration, personnel
and equipment management, etc.

The Structural Prediction for pRotein fOlding UTility System (SPROUTS)
workflow was developed to provide a global view of the potential impact of
mutations on proteins. It aims at integrating several concepts and implements
each of them with various methods and tools. In this paper we focus on the
predictions from eight resources calculating the ΔΔG upon point mutation and
a consensus method.

The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss work related to scientific
workflows in Section 2. The development of a scientific workflow requires ad-
dressing many challenges including design, implementation, maintenance, and
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performance. They are discussed in the context of the SPROUTS workflow in
Section 3 whereas our approach is described in Section 4. We present a use case
in Section 5. Future work is presented in Section 6.

2 Scientific Workflows

Scientific workflows often are executed manually. The reasons for manual exe-
cutions include, among others, the need to validate the results of intermediate
steps, the benefit of graphical interfaces of the tools they integrate, the better
knowledge of the resource functionalities by experiencing them manually, the
changes and updates made on resources that are more easily traceable when the
user is using them. These processes are very often poorly documented and sci-
entists experience difficulties in reproducing their datasets as the resources they
use may change over time (new database entries, data curation, new version of
a tool, etc.). This lack of documentation also affects the ability of integrating
and comparing datasets and analyses produced over time. Moreover, the manual
execution of a workflow is typically time and manpower consuming. Scripting
programming environments such as Perl and Python have also been proven in-
credibly successful to support the rapid development of workflows. Although this
automation saves time and manpower they typically fail to support the proper
design and documentation of the process. Lack of documentation not only affects
data integration and comparison but also workflow re-use and revision. Various
Web-based work benches offer an alternative solution to the problem of automa-
tion of orchestrated bioinformatics resources by providing unified access with a
simplified interface to multiple resources running on their servers. They include
PISE [23], wEMBOSS [40], and Mobyle [33] among many others.

Workflow systems are very successful among the biological community as they
provide scientists with the ability to express their scientific protocols as a se-
quence of connected steps [22]. They describe the scientific process from exper-
iment design, data capture, integration, processing, and analysis that leads to
scientific discovery. They typically express digital workflows and execute them
on platforms such as grids. The procedural support of a workflow resembles
the query-driven design of scientific problems and facilitates the expression of
scientific pipelines (as opposed to a database query). Kepler [25], which ex-
tends the Ptolemy II system [29,30], supports modular workflow design and task
scheduling. WOODSS [31] emphasize the support of several abstraction levels of
workflow design and facilitates workflow composition and reuse. Many scientific
workflow systems focus on execution in general [29,1] or in the Grid computing
environment. For example, the GriPhyN Project [12] is developing Grid tech-
nologies to collect and analyze distributed scientific and engineering datasets.
The Pegasus framework [7,26] uses the Chimera system [10] to describe ab-
stract workflows, and Condor DAGMan and schedulers [6] to generate concrete
workflows for execution on the Grid. In Taverna [14] a workflow is composed of
processors connected with data dependencies links. Its revised updated version
is now extensible and scalable that can be used from a workbench, a command
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line or remotely as a server [32]. One of the challenges not yet addressed by
these approaches is the legacy of scientific workflows. Indeed while they offer
support for the development of new workflows the automation, documentation,
and revision of legacy workflows such as SPROUTS remains a challenge.

3 The SPROUTS Workflow

The initial process was designed to populate the SPROUTS database [24] with
six tools: DFIRE version 2.0 [49], I-Mutant 2.04 and I-Mutant-DSSP 2.04 [4],
MUpro version 1.1 [5], PoPMuSiC [11], and a stability consensus method. The
development of the new revised workflow followed three successive revision steps:
automation of the database population process, update of the workflow with
more recent tools, and support of on-line submission of proteins.

To compose the revised SPROUTS workflow we concentrated on programs
that could be run on our servers, therefore excluding the Web submission sys-
tems, such as Eris [48] (the standalone version is commercial), Cupsat, Auto-
mute, in order to avoid manipulation of various formats when new releases of
the programs are proposed. We had intended to include CUPSAT, however, we
were unable to contact the authors due to issues with their website and contact
addresses. We performed trial use of MultiMutate but found it incompatible (un-
stable) with the existing (Ubuntu based) server that the workflow must execute
on. In addition to the tools analyzed by Khan and Vihinen, we also examined
SDM [46] and Pro-Maya [44] but they are not currently available as a local exe-
cutable or a Web service and so cannot be integrated with the existing workflow.

The new revised SPROUTS workflow processes data for DFIRE 1.1 (Dmu-
tant), FoldX 3.0 beta 5.1, I-Mutant 2.0 sequence/structure modes, I-Mutant 3.0
sequence/structure modes, and MUpro. Our database also contains legacy data
from PoPMuSiC [19], these data were part of the original database. Because no
local executable version of this tool was available, we were unable to include it
in our workflow. These represent the most recent versions of the respective tools
with one exception: DFIRE 2.1 [47]. This most recent version of DFIRE operates
directly on a (possibly) mutated PDB structure. Because our current workflow
does not support dependencies between tools, we were unable to produce the
necessary mutant PDBs to use DFIRE 2.1. MuD [45] an interactive Web server
for the prediction of mutations from a structure based on a machine learning
algorithm was published recently. We have not integrated this tool yet because it
does not provide a ΔΔG calculation but rather an estimate of function conserva-
tion. The revision of the SPROUTS workflow with MuD would require changing
the consensus method in such a way the ΔΔG calculation of the other tools can
be combined with an estimate of the function conservation.

The SPROUTS workflow1 populates the SPROUTS database [24]. Submitting
a new protein to the SPROUTS system executes the whole SPROUTS workflow
and uploads the results into the database. Because the execution of the workflow

1 The SPROUTS workflow is available online at
http://bioinformatics.engineering.asu.edu/sprouts.
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takes time, a link to the the database entry is provided to the user to retrieve the
results from the database after completion of the workflow. The user retrieves the
information pertaining to one protein at a time through its PDB ID. The user
may then select a single tool or access the results of all the tools. A specific residue
and mutation may also be selected (by default every residue and every mutation
will be returned). The residue number may be specified (note that SPROUTS
numbering does not follow PDB numbering: in case the user specifies an amino
acid and a number, SPROUTS will check if this is the right amino acid at this
position). By default, no residue is specified and so all residues will be considered.
Another parameter offers the possibility to visualize only the mutations which
increase the stability or at the opposite which decrease the stability (the default
mode is to return all results. The last parameter offers the possibility to limit
the number of results displayed on the result page. By default, the value is set
to 190 lines which correspond to the results of all the 19 possible mutations for
2 residues and for all the tools. Even if the option is available, it is strongly
advised not to select the ”all” option especially for long proteins.

4 Developing the SPROUTS Workflow

Our method for workflow development involves the characterization of the work-
flow at four levels: semantic, implementation, execution, and data. To document
the workflow we follow the approach developed with ProtocolDB where work-
flows are first expressed in terms of a domain ontology where each task expresses
a specific aim [16]. Domain ontologies2 can be used to describe the concepts and
relationships of a discipline as well as to document the tools and methods [20].
A design protocol (or workflow) is defined top-down from a conceptual design
task that describes the workflow as a whole. The conceptual design is defined
in terms of input and output parameters which are expressed as complex con-
ceptual types (collections of concept variables). Each design task may be split
either sequentially (with the ⊗ operator) or in parallel (with the ⊕ operator)
into two design tasks. The semantic characterization of the workflow enables
reasoning on workflows at a conceptual level. Semantic equivalence of workflow
implementations (mapped to the same semantic representation) can be used to
validate data integration, compare implementations performances and support
workflow optimization [21].

The concepts involved in the SPROUTS workflow include Protein, speci-
fied with its name and PDB code, sequence, structure, and secondary structure,
Residue, specified by its name and location on the sequence, and the value of
Gibbs free energy as an approximation to characterize the stability of a given
structure. See [43] for an ontology devoted to structural bioinformatics. We con-
sider the difference of energy for the wild type of the protein ΔGwild and for the
mutant ΔGmutant. We define3 the difference as ΔΔG = ΔGmutant −ΔGwild in

2 See The Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies at
http://www.obofoundry.org/ for a list of ontologies for various scientific domains.

3 Note that different stability prediction methods use different definitions.
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Fig. 1. SPROUTS Implementation Workflow

kcal/mol. At this level of definition, the workflow consists of a single task that
links the concept Protein to a score that expresses the impact of a mutation on
its stability for each residue. The revisions of the workflow discussed in Section 3
do not impact the semantics of SPROUTS. The phase of automating the legacy
population workflow does not change its semantics nor does updating the tools
the workflow is composed of. Indeed, the design workflow captures the semantic
aim of the workflow which is not affected by the proposed revision.

The second development phase consists of the specification of the resources
that are implementing each of the design tasks. Each design task is mapped to
a implementation protocol (or workflow) defined as follows. An implementation
protocol is a graph composed of connected scientific resources (database queries
or tools) whose inputs and outputs are data types. A single bioinformatics service
is an implementation protocol. Complex implementation protocols are composed
of scientific resources connected with the same two binary operators ⊕ and ⊗
used to express design protocols. Here, the design task can be implemented by
many existing resources as discussed in Section 1. Because we chose to exploit
multiple stability prediction methods, and integrate their results in a consensus
step, the single design task will be first mapped to two successive implementation
steps connected with the ⊗ operator. The second implementation step will be
specified with the consensus method. The first implementation step will be split
with the parallel operator ⊕. The first of the two steps will be specified with
the first stability prediction tool DFIRE 1.1 when the second one will be split
into two parallel steps. The first of the two will be assigned to FoldX 3.0 beta
5.1 whereas the the second one will be, again, split into two parallel steps, and
so on.
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The resulting implementation workflow is expressed by

(S1 ⊕ (S2 ⊕ (S3 ⊕ (S4 ⊕ (S5 ⊕ (S6 ⊕ S7))))))) ⊗ Consensus

where S1, . . . S7 denote respectively DFIRE 1.1, FoldX 3.0 beta 5.1, I-Mutant 2.0
sequence, I-Mutant 2.0 structure, I-Mutant 3.0 sequence, I-Mutant 3.0 structure,
and MUpro.

The input (resp. output) of the implementation workflow consists of the input
(resp. output) datatype. The input of the implementation workflow describes
the concept Protein as follows. It consists of a 4-character code (that may be
a PDB ID), the protein primary structure or sequence in FASTA format, the
description of the secondary structure in DSSP format, and the 3-D structure in
PDB format. The output consists of the protein sequence (list of residues) and
the stability scores (for each residue, 8 scores are computed: one for each tool
and the consensus score). The SPROUTS implementation workflow illustrated
in Figure 1 can be represented with a binary tree.

The third level of workflow characterization is the execution plan. This level
requires the specification of the programmatic environment (e.g., Taverna, Ke-
pler, or scripting language such as Python, Perl). The first step of the SPROUTS
workflow revision (automation of the database population process) did not af-
fect the first two layers of representation. The revision consisted in replacing
the manual execution by a Python program. Although the orchestration of the
steps that were initially used to populate the database into a single script was
not likely to produce a well designed workflow with suitable performance and
adaptability, it was the chosen path because it was also the one less likely to im-
pact the availability of the SPROUTS database. The second step of the revision
(workflow update with more recent tools) had an impact on both the imple-
mentation layer as new tools were used and the execution layer as the overall
structure of the workflow had also changed. The main challenges of SPROUTS
development have been importing applications and tools which lack documenta-
tion, including the specification of the limitations (often implicit) of their input,
a description of their computational time (performance) and execution failures.
Moreover, none of the tools exploited in the workflow offers a description of its
interface expressed in a machine readable format such as Web Service which
limits the ability of implementing and executing the workflow on a system such
as Taverna.

5 Use Case

The SPROUTS workflow is implemented and available online. Once the protein
has been submitted to the SPROUTS workflow and the execution has completed,
the results are stored in the SPROUTS database and can be accessed with the
query form. All stability prediction tools of the workflow are selected by default.

The results for 1enh are shown in the table (left of Figure 2). In the 2D mode,
the results of all the tools but FoldX 3 are displayed (right). The consensus graph
is currently created by taking the mean of the available data. Due to evolution,
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Fig. 2. Engrailed homeodomain (PDB code 1enh)

the number of stabilizing mutations is smaller than destabilizing ones. One must
mention that a stabilizing mutation is not necessarily related to an improved
efficiency of the mutated protein, as far as function is concerned. Sometimes, a
more stable structure results in an increased rigidity, while the function requires a
certain level of flexibility. This is the case for instance with enzyme catalysis [46].
Therefore, it seems reasonable to place a threshold of 2 kcal/mol in either way of
ΔΔG (stabilizing or destabilizing) in order to claim to a putative malfunction.
Mutations in conserved positions usually cause large stability decreases. The 3D
mode (bottom right) displays the protein structure retrieved from PDB.

The engrailed homeodomain (PDB code 1enh) is a small single domain (54
residues), monomeric, composed of three helices, and without any disulfide bridge.
It is considered as a model for the hierarchic type of folding, and one Leucine, at
position 14, is deeply buried in the core of the structure, stabilized by hydropho-
bic interactions with amino acids from the two other helices. This particular
residue has been mutated by the group of Fersht [38] and the NMR structure
determined (PDB code 1ztr). The mutated form is no more a globular protein,
since the accessible surface area is increased by 50% due to mutation. Neverthe-
less, most of the local stability remains since the three helices are still present.

When comparing the 1enh and 1ztr 2D plots, the differences are not sig-
nificant, unless some N and Cter effects due to the non symmetrical process
of smoothing. But introducing the structure in the algorithm has an effect in
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I-Mutant. Although the general shape is similar between 1enh and 1ztr for I-
Mutant 2.0 with structure, the highest divergence occurs around position 14.
Such a peak does not appear in the two algorithms considering only the se-
quence. It pleads in favor of the proof of a better prediction with structures
included, specially when single mutations are concerned. When comparing now
the two versions of I-Mutant (2.0 vs 3.0) the high peak of instability is conserved
for 1enh around position 8. But the peak previously discussed around 15 in I-
Mutant 2.0 almost vanishes with I-Mutant 3.0. Nevertheless, although the peak
decreases in the middle of the first helix, the global gross features of the shape
of the curves are looking like for the wild type structure. This is not the case
for the mutated structure, and one may argue that the underlying principles
ruling I-Mutant 3.0 are scaled on compact globular proteins, and do not apply
to proteins looking like NUP (Natively Unfolded Protein).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The workflow is under significant revision and extension with new functionali-
ties and improved interface to come. Once the revision is completed, a mirror
of SPROUTS 2.0 will be deployed in the Ressource Parisienne en Bioinforma-
tique Structurale (RPBS) [2]. The current version of the SPROUTS workflow is
available at http://bioinformatics.engineering.asu.edu/springs/Sprouts/.
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